
BLACKFALDS MINOR HOCKEY ASSOCIATION BOARD MEETING
Google Hangout

Minutes

May 11, 2021 | 7:00 PM

ATTENDEES:
Brad Harnack Katie Lee Haley Hirsch
Michelle Brown Katie Bradley Stephanie Sage
Megan Guynup Jamie Sliger Shannon Humphrey
Kurtis Kenway Amanda Hatto Kathleen Buckman

REGRETS:
Tyler Boruck Darryl Taylor

Special Guests: N/A

Chair: Brad Harnack

Minutes: Michelle Brown

CALL TO ORDER: 7:07pm

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES: Tabled until in person

APPROVAL OF AGENDA: Brad Harnack and Michelle Brown

EXECUTIVE REPORTS:

4.1 President

4.1.1 Review AGM Slide Show Presentation

- Discussion on fee increase - propose $100 per age group this season registration to cover OP

costs, any additional funds from fundraising to go towards player development

-  Propose $125 per player to get closer to covering our OP

- Propose $100 for up to Atom; Atom and up is $125-$150 increase

- Propose to close the AGM pricing for a shorter window:

- Amanda H - MOTION: $100 increase to up to Novice; Atom and up $150 more in registration;

regardless of AGM early bird pricing (exception with Pups - no change); Kate B seconds. All in

favour. MOTION APPROVED

- AGM pricing opens for registration on June 12th; AGM pricing closes June 19th 11:59pm

- Change language to reflect Early Bird Pricing vs AGM

- Incentivise attendance to AGM -  $200 off fees, ajhl gift pkg, 4some for golf tournament 3
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raffles

- Discussion on ref development and recruitment - ACTION - Haley to work with Brad to revise

the Ref slide for agm - suggestion by Michelle B to schedule a monthly ice slot for ref’s to be on

ice for training with coaches to develop relationships or scrimmage options for practices etc

4.2 Vice President

n/a

4.3 Past President

4.4 Secretary / Web Admin

4.4.1 Personal address to the board:

“It has been brought to my attention that there have been two complaints submitted to BMHA

regarding my personal opinions of what I believe to be negligence of the mass amounts of

Albertans who chose to attend the “No more Lockdown” rodeo in Bowden. Though my

expressions and opinions were explicit in nature and directed to our Premiere, the complaint

included the request that I be removed or encouraged to step down from my role as BMHA

secretary. These complaints have been addressed and it has been acknowledged that though

my personal choice to speak in said fashion can be uncomfortable to some audiences, these

personal opinions have no reflection, nor impact, nor tie to any of the good work that I have

accomplished for the BMHA membership and continue to work on for BMHA. I do apologize to

anyone on the board who felt uncomfortable by my comments that were directed at our

Premiere. In reflection, I recognize that my language did not need to be as explicit to get my

point across. And in that space there has been learning. But let it be acknowledged as well, that

there are more members within our community that share my opinion, and yet not one has

submitted a complaint on people of the board who are in support of these rallys or this form of

negligence. Now, I can only speak of perspective, but this behavior and drive for the need to

submit said complaint regarding this, only confirms our discussions that have been held

throughout the year…..that you cannot keep angry people from wanting to be angry….and

they will find motive to find fault in good people, for the sake of justifying their anger.

That’s all I have to say on this – does anyone have any questions? Please feel free to voice your

opinion on this now….”

- Michelle B received expressed thoughts of support and disappointment that this was even
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attempted by a member of our association by the following board members: Brad, Katie L, Katie

B, Kurtis K, Megan G, Shannon H, Haley K, Kathleen B and Amanda H

4.4.2 AGM Update - Google Platform ready to go; Amanda H to run admin background

(including attendance capturing, polls/votes (if needed), and recording of AGM. Michelle B to

run slide deck for Brad.

ACTION: Michelle B to create comms and email inviting members to virtual AGM, including link,

by end of the week

4.4.3 Request in for new arena tour; pending approval

4.5  Treasurer Liaison

- Discussed financials at the beginning of the meeting

- Need confirmation of switch to RAMP

4.6 Registrar

- No update - ready for AGM and registration

- Ready to be trained on RAMP

4.7 Ice Scheduler

- Need grasp on registration numbers to start planning for fall schedule

4.8 Coach Liaison / Player Development

4.8.1 Cross Ice Developments - Details/Cost for Pre Eval Camp & Season Skill

Development Plan → discuss budget or funding options

- Cost for pre-eval camp = $7500 for all players (2-3 ice times a week)

- Cost for in season development = each team 4-5 ice sessions $500/team (approx

$7500)

- Total - $15k for everything

- Preferred proposed use is for the season skill development

- Cross Ice willing to do a demo session for BMHA

- MOTION: BMHA to support the purchase of Cross Ice Development for in season

development at $500 a team. BMHA to cover half the cost. Cost recovery is to approach

Brenda Dennis on covering the other half.

Second - Amanda Hatto - ALL IN FAVOUR.

4.8.2 Evaluation Procedure - Update on potential options/costs

- Jamie receiving lots of complaints of how evaluations on how they went last year

- Jamie has reviewed the cost to utilize a 3rd party resource to complete our evals -
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approx cost is about $20K - not happening

- Jamie has reviewed a software only option - also too expensive to consider

- Last option, a person from Edmonton at at cost $325 to come in and evaluate our

evaluation process and review our policies - discussion does not seem to see the value,

Jamie agrees

- The only enhancement that Jamie would like to offer for evals this year, is bring in some

goalie specific recruitment skill

- Michelle B gave recognition and affirmation of the work Jamie S put in to last years

evaluation process - majority of the feedback from members AND evaluators were that

they went very smooth

4.9 Fundraiser / Pics / Fit Night

- Golf Tournament

- Sponsorship revamp

- AGLC update

4.10 Tournament Coordinator

4.10.1 RAMP website update
- Cost for RAMP is $700/year
$450 to design and delivery
$250 for a transfer fee
- MOTION: We adopt the full suite of the crossover to RAMP. Seconds, Jamie Sliger. ALL IN
FAVOUR
4.11 Equipment Manager

4.11.1 Jersey Update.  Where we are at with the logo, as well as the Jersey designs.
- Looks great! Send in feedback based on mock up
4.11.2 Equipment Purchases

4.11.2a Half Boards have been ordered through Omni Sports in Stony Plain - $7,956.22
this includes $200 for freight which will be re assessed at time of shipping
4.11.2b Mini nets for U11 have been ordered through Big Hill Services in Cochrane -
$3,009.30 freight is not included but will be assessed at time of shipping
- still waiting to hear from Town what equipment storage in new space
- will need to hold off on purchasing pucks and pylons, etc =- only on ice equipment in
addition

4.12 Ref Assignor / Referee In Chief

4.13 Directors

1. CAHL Director Report
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2. Initiation / Pups Director

3.  Novice Director

4. Atom Director

5. Pee Wee Director

6. Bantam / Midget Director

5  NEW BUSINESS

5.1.1 Appointment of BMHA/AJHL Bulldogs Liaison Coordinator

- AJHL team has requested that this position be created with request that Michelle B be

appointed to continue in the work she has already accomplished in this partnership

- Brad has declared Michelle B appointed as BMHA/AJHL Bulldogs Liaison Coordinator

- Brad offers if anyone opposes this decision to contact him directly; conversational feedback

indicates overwhelming support for this decision in Michelle B
5.1.2 Coach boards in new arena
- Request for lacrosse to pay for half
- ACTION: Brad to ask lacrosse to pay for half the cost - with sponsorship recognition by both
associations on the coach board
- Also been asked if we want logo at centre ice in old rink - on hold for that right now until logo is
confirmed - tba
5.1.3 Social Media reminder
- Brad reminds everyone that social media can play a role on people's perspectives of each
other and to be mindful of the content each puts out
6  OUTSTANDING BUSINESS

7  ACTION ITEMS NEXT MEETING

8 ADJOURNMENT  …  10:15pm

_______________________________ _____________________________________________

Brad Harnack – President Executive Member (position, name, signature)


